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INCIDENT TITLE: CBD Propellant Ignition 

 

DATE POSTED 
13 January 2022 

REFERENCE 
IN 22-01 

SOURCE 
ROXEL UK 

INCIDENT OUTLINE 

When did it happen? 11 October 2021 @ 11:00 

Who experienced it? ROXEL UK, 

Where did it happen? Summerfield Lane, Kidderminster 

What material was involved? Several grams of CDB, Composite Propellant 

What happened? 

The sound of “cracks “was observed during a normal cutting 

operation. 

Material swarf collected within the guides for the bandsaw used 

for the propellant cutting operation. The material is likely to be 

predominantly CDB propellant as the majority of operations on 

equipment involve CDB propellant 

Why did it happen – theory? 

Material gathered within the guide mechanism for the bandsaw 

blade, due to lack of cleaning. Frictional initiation due to small gap 

and weld upstand on blades resulted in suspected minor 

initiations. Another exacerbating factor is that one of the guide 

pads was supposed to be spring loaded to deflect when required 

but had been over tensioned, so it had limited movement. This 

resulted in a pinch point whenever the weld upstand of the blade 

passed through. There were also traces of propellant which could 

also ignite due to friction through the pinch point in the guide. 

Excess friction or frictional heating usually prevented by water 

wet machining operation. However, the water feed was switched 

off as composite propellant was being machined, and the 

concerns over dissolving Ammonium Perchlorate on test pieces 

being produced. Remedial measures include more prescribed and 

controlled cleaning regimes; a full cleaning regime will be 

conducted prior to machining compo site propellant. The spring-

loaded guide pad has also a collar fitted to prevent over 

tensioning and to allow movement.  

 

What was the impact? 

Minor ignitions within the guides are the most likely source of 

“cracking” sounds heard by operators, although no visual witness 

marks were evident such as gas wash on the blade. However, 

static discharge was ruled out as full continuity to earth 

(grounding) was subsequently demonstrated. The minor ignitions 



did not propagate to the propellant being machined. The 

operators that operate the cell, were on the other side of an 

interlocked door.  

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Enclosure None 

Subsequent report None 
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